Spectroscopic analysis of intraocular fluid in patients with cataract and pseudoexfoliation syndrome-associated glaucoma
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Background: Pseudoexfoliation syndrome (PES) is a risk factor for the development of primary open angle glaucoma (POAG). Impaired intraocular fluid (as reflected by the chemical composition and physical properties, velocity and viscosity, of this fluid) is a major factor for elevated intraocular pressure (IOP).

Purpose: To assess anterior eye characteristics and intraocular fluid protein levels in patients with PES and to compare them with those in patients with glaucoma and patients with cataract only.

Materials and Methods: We assessed anterior eye characteristics (anterior chamber depth and crystalline lens size) and protein levels in the intraocular fluid obtained intraoperatively during lens exchange in patients with PES. These data were compared with those of patients with glaucoma and patients with cataract only.

Results: The changes in anterior eye characteristics and intraocular fluid protein levels in patients with cataract plus PES were similar to those in patients with glaucoma, but not to those in patients with cataract without PES.

Conclusion: Study findings advocate for early surgical cataract extraction to avoid the development of glaucoma in patients with PES.

Clinical Ophthalmology

Introduction

Glaucoma is the major cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. The number of people with glaucoma worldwide will increase to 111.8 million in 2040. The leading cause of reversible blindness is cataract accounting for 33% of visual disability worldwide. A major risk factor for both these diseases is age, and their comorbidity is expected to be common among older patients [1]. Glaucoma is an optic neuropathy and major cause of blindness affecting about 60 million people worldwide. The greatest risk factor for development of primary open angle glaucoma (POAG) is elevated intraocular pressure (IOP). The primary goal of glaucoma treatment is to reduce IOP either by pharmacological, laser or surgical means with an aim of preventing or reducing the rate of progressive optic neuropathy [2]. Phacoemulsification has been found to reduce IOP in eyes with open angle of the anterior chamber. In the study by Poley et al [1, 3] the final mean IOP reduction was 6.5 mm Hg in the 31 to 23 mm Hg presurgical IOP Group and 4.8 mm Hg in the 22 to 20 mm Hg Group. The mechanism of IOP reduction after phacoemulsification remains unclear. Poley et al hypothesize that age-related thickening of the crystalline lens narrows the anterior chamber angle and contributes to the onset of pressure elevation and eventually glaucoma. They propose that pressure elevation associated with lens expansion should be considered as a type of phacomorphic ocular hypertension [4]. Issa et al found that pressure lowering after phacoemulsification was highly correlated with preoperative IOP and the anterior chamber depth. However, they did not find a statistically significant relationship between IOP reduction and lens thickness [5].

Aqueous humor contains 0.5% to 1% of proteins, and is formed from plasma by epithelial cells of the ciliary body. The main aqueous humor characteristic most affected by the protein content is the viscosity [6]. Changes in aqueous humor protein composition (e.g., due to pseudoexfoliation) may affect aqueous humor hydrodynamics, since elevation of proteins leads to an increase in the viscosity and reduction in the flow of aqueous humor and, consequently, an increase in the pressure it exerts on the walls of the eye. Glycoproteins and proteoglycans are among the most common proteins in aqueous humor of pseudoexfoliation eyes [6, 7]. Beer–Lambert–Bouguer’s law states that the
absorbance of a non-ideal fluid is directly proportional to concentration of the absorbing species. The 202 nm absorbance of aqueous humor samples from eyes with both cataract and glaucoma has been found to be higher than that from eyes with cataract only. This was evidence for elevated protein concentration in glaucomatous eyes, thus leading to increased viscosity and reduced flow of fluid, and to increased IOP [8]. These findings imply that there might be elevated protein content in the anterior chamber of pseudoexfoliation eyes, which might affect the development of glaucoma in these eyes.

The purpose of the study was to use spectroscopy for determining the aqueous humor proteins levels in eyes of patients with pseudoexfoliation syndrome (PES), and to compare them with those from patients with glaucoma and patients with cataract without signs of PES.

Materials and Methods

Of the 86 patients (99 eyes) included in the study, 47 (55%) were women (mean age, 66.9 years), and 39 (45%) were men (mean age, 65.2 years). Patients with moderate or severe myopia or moderate or severe hyperopia were excluded from the study. Informed consent was obtained as per the Helsinki Protocol. Patients were divided into three groups. Group 1 involved cataract-only patients (41 eyes) without visible signs of PES who had conventional phacoemulsification and intraocular lens (IOL) implantation. Group 2 (27 eyes) involved patients with cataract plus PES, and without signs of glaucoma, who underwent conventional phacoemulsification and IOL implantation. Group 3 (18 eyes) involved patients with cataract plus POAG plus PES, who had modified tunnel trabeculopuncture (MTTP) with phacoemulsification and IOL implantation [9]. All procedures were performed by a single surgeon between 04.04.2017 and 15.06.2017.

Methodology of the study

All patients underwent an examination within a month before surgery. Patients with POAG received ocular hypertensive eye drops preoperatively; however, they differed in types and regimens of these drops. In addition, each patient had instillation of an antibiotic agent one or two days before and for seven days after surgery and instillation of topical anesthetic, proparacaine hydrochloride 0.5% (Alcaine®, Alcon Laboratories, Fort Worth, Tex.), before surgery and intraoperatively.

A sample of aqueous humor (50 to 200 μL) was collected using a syringe with a 26-G needle intraoperatively, immediately after anterior chamber paracentesis, transferred to a sterile Eppendorf tube, and transported to the laboratory. Before AH sampling, the ocular surface was rinsed with saline (0.9% NaCl) and dried with surgical sponges. Postoperatively, there were no signs of infectious complications potentially related to intraoperative contamination. Samples were neither frozen nor sterilized before being kept in the fridge at 5°C, and were analyzed within 24 hours of collection. We scanned the AH samples in a Specord 210 Analytic (Jena AG, Germany) spectrophotometer to produce graphs of the sample absorbance versus radiation wavelength in nanometers (nm), over the wavelength range 190-1.100 nm.

Patients underwent an examination both before and within 3 months after surgery. Anterior chamber characteristics and lens size were assessed preoperatively. In addition, patients underwent Goldman applanation tonometry before and after surgery.

Microsoft Excel 2011 for Mac and SPSS software were used for statistical analyses. The level of significance p ≤ 0.05 was assumed.

Results

The demographics and eye examination findings of study patients are reported in Table 1. Preoperatively, the IOPs of patients in Group 1 and Group 2 were substantially lower than that of patients in Group 3. Patients of Group 3 had MTTP with phacoemulsification and IOL implantation since they had high IOP (32.4±10.9 mm Hg) and optical coherence tomographic and perimetric evidence of POAG [9]. There were no intraoperative or postoperative complications. Patients in Group 1 and Group 2 exhibited an insubstantial decrease in IOP (by 20% and 15%, respectively) at month 1 compared to baseline, which is consistent with findings of others on a decreased IOP after phacoemulsification [5]. Patients in Group 3 exhibited a substantial decrease in IOP (by more than 50%, to 15.3±3.3 mm Hg) due to the surgical procedure, MTTP with phacoemulsification and IOL implantation.

There were no significant differences (p > 0.05) between Group 2 and Group 3 with respect to crystalline lens size, anterior chamber depth and corrected AH absorbance (2.97 mm vs 3.09 mm; 4.85 vs 4.74 mm; and 0.542 vs 0.576, respectively). However, there were significant differences (p < 0.05) in these characteristics between Group 1 (3.27 mm; 4.45 mm; and 0.433, respectively), on the one hand, and groups 2 and 3, on the other hand. These findings indicate similarity in anterior eye characteristics and aqueous humor protein composition between patients with PES and those with POAG. The obtained results suggest a high risk for developing POAG in patients with PES, since an increased concentration of protein molecules in aqueous humor evidences an increased aqueous humor viscosity and, correspondingly, a decreased aqueous humor flow resulting in elevated IOP. Changes in the anatomical characteristics of the anterior eye and aqueous humor protein composition in early pseudoexfoliation syndrome might not result in an immediate increase in IOP due to decreased aqueous humor production. However, a prolonged reduction in aqueous humor flow and increase in its viscosity due to increased number of colloid protein molecules results in alterations in aqueous humor outflow, including those at the level of trabecular meshwork and Schlemm’s canal, which leads to elevated IOP and glaucoma.

It is interesting that the protein molecules refracting light at 202 nm were found to be represented in aqueous humors of patients of all groups, that is, this protein is
not specific just for patients with PES. However, the concentration of this protein for Groups 2 and 3 was statistically significantly higher than that for Group 1. This might be evidence for a decreased flow of fluid, which is the major hydrodynamic factor for elevated IOP. This conclusion results from Bernoulli’s flaw for non-ideal fluids, according to which, the fluid viscosity increase is directly proportional to the pressure the fluid exerts on the walls of the vessels it travels through.

Therefore, anterior eye changes and aqueous humor composition changes typical of patients with POAG are also found in pseudoexfoliation syndrome patients without well-marked signs of glaucoma. Based on these data, it may be believed that anatomical changes in anterior eye are a driver of elevated IOP, which result in the emergence of barriers to fluid flow, leading to a local of generalized reduction in pressure gradient in the system. A reduction in pressure gradient causes a reduced fluid flow and, correspondingly, an increased fluid viscosity and increased pressure the fluid exerts on the walls of the eye. The pseudoexfoliations accumulated in anterior eye structures are a sign of a reduced fluid flow and impaired fluid hydrodynamics.

We noted a relationship between the presence of pseudoexfoliations, on the one hand, and the changes in lens characteristics and anterior chamber depth, on the other hand. Patients with PES were noted to have a relatively shallow anterior chamber and increased anteroposterior dimension of the crystalline lens. In the absence of well-marked signs of glaucoma, normalization of anterior eye characteristics through phacoemulsification may be a prophylactic measure against the development of glaucoma associated with PES. A reduction in IOP after phacoemulsification in patients with PES was also encouraging.

**Conclusion**

A spectroscopic study found evidence of an increased number of protein molecules per volume unit in the aqueous humor of patients with PES, with no difference from that in the aqueous humor of patients with POAG. These findings suggest that, in patients with PES, phacoemulsification may be a prophylactic measure against the development of POAG due to changes in the anatomical characteristics of the anterior eye, which improves aqueous humor flow, reduces IOP, and, correspondingly, reduces the risk of the development of POAG.
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**Table 1.** Demographics and eye examination findings for study groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group 1 (n=41) (M±m)</th>
<th>Group 2 (n=27) (M±m)</th>
<th>Group 3 (n=18) (M±m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (years)</td>
<td>67.8±2.7</td>
<td>65.1±4.1</td>
<td>60.9±6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/female ratio</td>
<td>18/23</td>
<td>14/13</td>
<td>7/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOP before surgery (mm Hg)</td>
<td>17.4±2.4</td>
<td>17.9±2.8</td>
<td>32.4±10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOP &lt; 1 month after surgery (mm Hg)</td>
<td>15.8±2.6</td>
<td>16.2±3.8</td>
<td>18.3±3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOP 1-3 months after surgery (mm Hg)</td>
<td>14.5±2.9</td>
<td>15.5±2.5</td>
<td>15.3±3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior chamber depth (mm)</td>
<td>3.27±0.29</td>
<td>2.97±0.37</td>
<td>3.09±0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anteroposterior dimension of the lens (mm)</td>
<td>4.45±0.32</td>
<td>4.85±0.39</td>
<td>4.74±0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected 202 nm absorbance of aqueous humor samples</td>
<td>0.433±0.06</td>
<td>0.542±0.09</td>
<td>0.576±0.140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>